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We present C-CoRN, the Constru tive Coq Repository at
Nijmegen. It onsists of a library of onstru tive algebra and analysis,
formalized in the theorem prover Coq. In this paper we explain the stru ture, the ontents and the use of the library. Moreover we dis uss the
motivation and the (possible) appli ations of su h a library.

Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

A repository of formalized onstru tive mathemati s [5℄ in the proof assistant
Coq [12℄ has been onstru ted over the last ve years at the University of Nijmegen. This is part of a larger goal to design a omputer system in whi h a
mathemati ian an do mathemati s.
At this moment we don't have a omplete idea of what su h a system should
look like and how it should be made; through foundational and experimental
resear h we want to ontribute ideas and results that support the development
of su h a system in the future.
One of the things that is very important for su h a `mathemati al assistant'
to be used is the availability of a large and usable library of basi results. But
su h a library shouldn't just be a huge olle tion of proved results (in luding the
`proof s ripts' that are input for the proof assistant to arry out the proof). In
our view, a library of formalized mathemati s should be:
essible: one should be able to get a fairly fast overview of what's in it and
where to nd spe i results;
Readable: on e one has ome down to the basi obje ts like de nitions, lemmas
and proofs, these should be presented in a reasonable way;
Coherent: results about a spe i
theory should be grouped together and theories extending others should be de ned as su h;
Extensible: it should be possible to in lude ontributions from other resear hers.
A

How an one make su h a (large) oherent library of formalized mathemati s?
Ideally, this should also be independent of the Proof Assistant one is working
with, but right now we don't know how to do that. Several other proje ts deal
with this question. The Mowgli proje t [1℄ aims at devising system independent
tools for presenting mathemati s on the web. The OpenMath [9℄ and OMDo
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[24℄ standards aim at ex hanging mathemati s a ross di erent mathemati al appli ations, whi h is also one of the aims of the Cal ulemus proje t [7℄. This may
eventually lead to ways of sharing mathemati al libraries in a semanti ally meaningful way that preserves orre tness, but that's not possible yet (an ex eption
is NuPRL whi h an use HOL results [28℄.)
So, to experiment with reating, presenting and using su h a library, one has
to sti k to one spe i theorem prover, and already there many issues ome up
and possible solutions an be tested. We have hosen to use the Coq proof assistant, be ause we already were familiar with it and be ause we were spe i ally
interested in formalizing onstru tive mathemati s.
This paper rst des ribes the ba kgrounds of C-CoRN: its history and motivation. Then we des ribe the stru ture of the repository as it is now and the
methodology that we have hosen to develop it. Finally we dis uss some appliations and future developments.
2

History

The C-CoRN repository grew out of the FTA-proje t, where a onstru tive proof
of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra was formalized in Coq. This theorem
states that every non- onstant polynomial f over the omplex numbers has a
root, i.e., there is a omplex number z su h that f (z ) = 0.
One of the main motivations for starting the FTA-proje t was to reate a
library for basi onstru tive algebra and analysis, to be used by others. Often,
a formalization is only used by the person that reated it (or is not used further
at all!), whereas an important added value of formalizing mathemati s { in our
view { is to reate a joint omputer based repository of mathemati s. For the
FTA-proje t, this meant that we didn't attempt to prove the theorem as fast
as possible, but that in the proving pro ess we tried to formalize the relevant
notions at an appropriate level of abstra tion, so they ould be reused.
An important ondition for the su essful use of a library of formalized mathemati s is to have good do umentation of the ode. There are two main purposes
of do umentation:
1. to show to the world what has been formalized via a `high level' presentation of the work (in our ase that would be a LATEX do ument giving a
mathemati al des ription of the formalized theory);
2. to help the interested outsider to extend (or hange or improve or vary on)
the formalized theory.
For (1) one wants to produ e a LATEX do ument that `goes along' with the
formalization. This may be generated from the formalization (but it is not quite
lear whether it is at all possible to generate something reasonably, and mathemati ally abstra t from the very low level formal proof ode). Alternatively {
and this is the approa h followed in the FTA-proje t {, this LATEX le may be
reated in advan e and then used as a referen e for the proof to formalize. The
goal of the FTA-proje t was to formalize an existing proof and not to redo the
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mathemati s or `tailor' the mathemati s toward the proof assistant. This meant
that the LATEX do ument we started from was an original onstru tive proof of
FTA, des ribed in [21℄, with lots of details lled in to ease the formalization
pro ess. The same approa h has been followed throughout the rest of C-CoRN:
existing mathemati al proofs and theories were formalized, so the (high level)
mathemati al ontent orresponds to an existing part of a book or arti le.
For (2), some simple s ripts were reated in the FTA-proje t to be able to
extra t from the Coq input les a useful do umentation for outsiders interested in
the te hni al ontent. However, this was pretty ad ho and not very satisfa tory,
and it was hanged in C-CoRN, as des ribed in Se tion 5.
After the FTA-proje t was nished, i.e., after the theorem had been formally
proved in Coq, it was not yet lear that it had been su essful in a tually reating
a usable library, be ause all people working with the library until then were part
of the proje t. The only way to test this would be by letting outsiders extend the
library. This is not too easy: due to the fa t that we have ta ti s implemented in
ML (e.g. to do equational reasoning), one annot use the standard image of Coq
and has to build a ustom image rst. Therefore, the rst real test only ame
when the rst author of this paper started as a new Ph.D. student to formalize
onstru tive al ulus (leading to the Fundamental Theorem of Cal ulus) in Coq.
The FTA library turned out to be very usable. Most importantly, there was
almost no need to restru ture the library or rede ne notions, implying that most
of the basi hoi es that were made in the FTA-proje t worked. (Of ourse, the
basi library was extended a lot, with new results and new de nitions.) Hereafter,
the library was re-baptized to C-CoRN, the Constru tive Coq Repository at
Nijmegen, sin e the FTA and the work of the FTA-proje t had be ome only a
(small) part of the formalized mathemati s.
Sin e then, several people, both working in Nijmegen and outside, have onsulted, used and ontributed to C-CoRN. These have as a rule found its stru ture
(in luding notations, automation fa ilities, do umentation) quite useful.
3

Why C-CoRN?

Formalizing mathemati s an be fun. In the pro ess of formalizing, one dis overs
the ne stru ture of the eld one is working with and one gains on den e in
the orre tness of the de nitions and the proofs. In addition to this, formalizing
mathemati s an also be useful. We indi ate some of its possible uses:
the formalized mathemati s is he ked and therefore the proofs are guaranteed to be orre t for all pra ti al purposes. This
an be vital in the realm of software or system orre tness, where one wants
to be absolutely sure that the mathemati al models and the results proved
about them are orre t;
Ex hange of `meaningful' mathemati s: that the mathemati s is formalized means that it has a stru ture and a semanti s within the Proof Assistant. So a mathemati al formula or proof is not just a string of symbols, but
it has a stru ture that represents the mathemati al meaning and its building
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blo ks have a de nition (within the Proof Assistant). These an in prin iple
be exploited to generate meaningful do uments or to ex hange mathemati s
with other appli ations;
Finding mathemati al results: based on the semanti s and the stru ture of
the formalized mathemati s, it should be possible to nd results easier.
Querying based on the (meaningful) stru ture is already possible, but more
semanti al querying would be wel ome.
The potential uses of formalized mathemati s only really be ome available if
one an share the formalization and let others pro t from it, e.g. by making it
possible for them to study it, extend it or use it for their own appli ations or
further development. A key requirement for this is that the formalized mathemati s be presented. Ordinary (non- omputer-formalized) mathemati al results
are published in arti les, books or le ture notes and are in that way shared with
other mathemati ians or users of mathemati s. Giving a good presentation of
formalized mathemati s in pra ti e, though, turns out to be quite hard. There
are various reasons for this:
Idiosyn rasies of the Proof Assistant: when talking to a Proof Assistant,
things have to be stated in a spe i way, so the system understands it:
de nitions have to be given in a spe i format, proofs have a spe i form,
et . Moreover, ea h Assistant has its own logi al foundations (e.g. set theory,
type theory or higher order logi ), making it easy to express some on epts
(e.g. indu tive de nitions in type theory) and hard to express others (e.g.
subsets in type theory). Be ause of this, mathemati al theory will be de ned
in a spe i way that best ts the idiosyn rasies of the system at hand.
When presenting the formal mathemati s, one would like to abstra t from
these `arbitrary' hoi es;
Verbosity of formalized mathemati s: to make the Proof Assistant understand (or be able to verify) what the user means, a lot of details have to
be given. By itself, this is unavoidable (and ne, be ause we really want
the mathemati s to be veri ed and that doesn't ome for free). But in the
presentation phase, one wants to abstra t from these ner details and `view'
the mathemati s at a higher level. This is not so easy to a hieve;
A
ess to the formalized mathemati s: how does one nd a result in the
library, how does one get an overview of the material? One an query the
library with synta ti means, sear hing a formula of a spe i form, as des ribed in [22℄. This is helpful, but an a useful result still be found if it
o urs in the library in disguise? Also, if a user knows that a spe i lemma
appears in the library, she will want to apply it, whi h in a Proof Assistant
is done by using its name. But what is the name of (the proof of) a lemma?
One probably doesn't want to lutter up the names in the presentation of
the math, so `logi al' naming onventions ome in handy.
To be able to really understand and work on these points, one needs a
`testbed' to experiment with. This was one of the reasons to start C-CoRN:
to have a library of mathemati s that people an really ontribute to, read and
work with.
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Of ourse, su h libraries already exist. The prominent one is the Mizar Mathemati al Library, MML. However, Mizar was not good for experimenting with
a library of formalized mathemati s, be ause we wouldn't have ontrol over the
library: one an't just install Mizar and formalize a large library on top of the
existing one. Soon the system gets slow and one has to submit the work to the
Mizar library to have it integrated. Moreover, the Mizar system itself is not
open in the sense that one an program one's own tools (e.g. for automation or
do umentation) on top of it3 . Another important reason not to hoose Mizar
was that we were aiming at a library of onstru tive mathemati s. For all these
reasons, Coq was a good hoi e, with the drawba k that there was only a very
small initial library to begin with. (There are many `Coq ontributions', but
they do not form one oherent library as dis ussed in Se tion 8.)
The main reason for working onstru tively is that we want to use our library, apart from studying how it ondu ts as a repository, to study the onne tions between ` on eptual' (abstra t) mathemati s and ` omputational' ( onrete) mathemati s. The rst ( on eptual math) deals with e.g. the proof of (and
theory development leading to) the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, while the
se ond ( omputational math) deals with an a tual representation of the reals
and omplex numbers and the a tual root nding algorithm that the FTA exhibits. In this paper we will not elaborate on this any further, but just point
out that this was an important motivation for hoosing to work with Coq. At
present work is being done in program extra tion from the C-CoRN library, and
this relies heavily on the fa t that the library is onstru tive.
4

Contents

C-CoRN in ludes at present formalizations of signi ant pie es of mathemati s. In this se tion, we will give an overview of the main results whi h are in
the library. So far everything in the library has been formalized onstru tively.
Although we do not ex lude adding non- onstru tive theorems to the library,
working onstru tively has some added value, as indi ated in the previous se tion.
The C-CoRN library is organized in a tree-like fashion. This stru ture agrees
with the dependen ies among the mathemati s being formalized. In Figure 1 the
dire tory stru ture of C-CoRN an be seen.
At the bottom of the library are the ta ti s les and the Algebrai Hierarhy, developed in the framework of the FTA-proje t. Most of the ta ti s are to
make equational reasoning easier, see [20℄. In the Algebrai Hierar hy, the most
ommon algebrai stru tures o urring in mathemati s (e.g. monoids, rings, (ordered) elds) are formalized in a umulative way and their basi properties are
proved. For reasons whi h will be dis ussed in Se tion 5, this formalization proeeds in an abstra t way, des ribed in detail in [18℄. Furthermore, the hierar hy
3

Right now, C-CoRN is not open either: we want to have ` entral ontrol' over the
library. But the point we want to make here is that the Proof Assistant Coq, on
whi h C-CoRN is based, is open.
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Dire tory stru ture of C-CoRN

is built in su h a way that more omplex stru tures are instan es of simpler
ones, i.e. all lemmas whi h have been proved e.g. for groups are inherited by all
ordered elds.
Real number stru tures are de ned as omplete Ar himedean ordered elds.
The C-CoRN library in ludes not only a on rete model of the real numbers
(namely, the standard onstru tion as Cau hy sequen es of rationals) but also
a formal proof that any two real number stru tures are equivalent, and some
alternative sets of axioms that an be used to de ne them. Thanks to these
results, it makes sense to work with a generi real number stru ture rather than
with any on rete one. This part of the library is des ribed in detail in [17℄.
Among generi results about real numbers in luded in the library we point
out the usual properties of limits of Cau hy sequen es and the Intermediate
Value Theorem for polynomials, whi h allows us in parti ular to de ne nth roots
of any nonnegative number.
At this point the library bran hes in various independent dire tions.
One of the bran hes onsists of the rest of the original FTA-library, whi h
ontains the de nition of the eld of omplex numbers and a proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra due to M. Kneser; this work is dis ussed in [21℄.
Other important results in this part of the library in lude the de nition of important operations on the omplex numbers ( onjugation, absolute value and
th roots) and their properties.
n
The se ond main bran h deals with a development of real analysis following [4℄. Here, properties of real valued fun tions are studied, su h as ontinuity,
di erentiability and integrability. Several important results are in luded, among
whi h Rolle's Theorem, Taylor's Theorem and the Fundamental Theorem of Cal-
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ulus. Also, this segment of the library in ludes results allowing fun tions to be
de ned via power series; as an appli ation, the exponential and trigonometri
fun tions are de ned and their fundamental properties are proved. Logarithms
and inverse trigonometri fun tions provide examples of fun tion de nition via
inde nite integrals.
A separate bran h of the library, urrently in its initial stage of development,
deals with topologi al and metri spa es. At present this part of the library is
very small; it in ludes simple properties of metri spa es, as well as a proof that
the omplex numbers form a metri spa e.
The sizes of the di erent parts of the C-CoRN library are shown in Figure 2.
This data does not in lude the les dealing with metri spa es, as these are still
Des ription
Size (Kb) % of total
Algebrai Hierar hy (in l. ta ti s) 533
26.4
Real Numbers (in l. Models)
470
23.3
175
8.7
FTA (in l. Complex Numbers)
Real Analysis (in l. Trans . Fns.)
842
41.6
Total
2020
100
Fig. 2.

Contents and size of C-CoRN (input les)

in an early stage of development, nor those dealing with appli ations to program
extra tion, whi h will be dis ussed in Se tion 6.
5

Methodology

In order to su essfully pursue the goal of formalizing a large pie e of mathemati s, it is ne essary to work in a systemati way. In this se tion we look at
some of the general te hniques that are used to make the development of the
C-CoRN library more uent.
We will fo us on four main aspe ts:
In order to be usable, a library needs to have a good do umentation that allows the user to qui kly nd out exa tly what results have
been formalized, as well as understand the basi notations, de nitions and
ta ti s.
Stru turing: Another important issue is the stru ture of the library. We feel
that lemmas should be somehow grouped a ording to their mathemati al
ontent rather than to any other riterion; e.g. all lemmas about groups
should be put together in one pla e, all lemmas about order relations in
another, and so on. A related aspe t is how to name lemmas. Experien e
shows that following some simple rules an make the pro ess of looking for
a parti ular result both easier and faster.
Abstra t approa h: C-CoRN aims at generality. This suggests that mathemati stru tures (e.g. real numbers) be formalized in an abstra t way rather
Do umentation:
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than by onstru ting a parti ular example and working on it. We will examine some of the onsequen es of this style of working.
Automation: Finally, any su essful theorem-proving environment must have
at least some automation, otherwise the proving pro ess qui kly be omes
too omplex. We give an overview of the spe i ta ti s that were developed
for C-CoRN and show how they help in the development of the library.
Do umentation

Providing a good do umentation for the formalized library in parallel with its
development was a entral preo upation from the beginning of the FTA-proje t.
In fa t, having a human-readable des ription of what has been formalized an
be very useful in ommuni ating not only ontent but also ideas, notations and
even some te hni al aspe ts of the formalization pro ess.
Su h a do umentation should at any given moment re e t the state of the
library, and as su h should be intrinsi ally linked to the s ript les. (This is also
the idea behind Knuth's `Literate Programming'. A zel and Bailey use the term
`Literate Formalization' for this method applied to formalized mathemati s [3℄.)
At present, Coq provides a standard tool, alled oqdo (see [16℄), that automati ally generates posts ript and html do umentation from the Coq input les.
Additional information an be introdu ed in the do umentation via omments
in the s ript le.
The C-CoRN do umentation is presently produ ed using oqdo . It in ludes
all de nitions, axioms and notation as well as the statements of all the lemmas in
the library, but no proofs: being meant as do umentation, rather than presentation of the library, we feel that the presen e of long and in omprehensible proof
s ripts in the do umentation would undermine its purpose. For the same reason,
ta ti de nitions are omitted from the do umentation, but not their des ription:
although the a tual ode is not presented, the behavior of the existing C-CoRN
spe i ta ti s is explained as well as how and when they an be used.
In the html version, hyperlinks between ea h o urren e of a term and its
de nition allow the users to navigate easily through the do umentation, being
able to he k qui kly any notion they are not familiar with.
Stru turing

There are several ways that the lemmas and les in a library of formalized
mathemati s an be organized. The urrent trend in most major systems, as
dis ussed in Se tion 8, seems to be adding individual les to the library as
independent entities, and seldom if ever hanging them afterward (ex ept for
maintenan e).
However, C-CoRN is intended as a growing system upon whi h new formalizations an be made. The approa h above des ribed dire tly on i ts with this
purpose; for it typi ally leads to dispersion of related lemmas throughout the
library and unne essary dupli ation of work.
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For this reason, we feel that this is not the best way to pro eed. In C-CoRN,
lemmas are organized in les a ording to their statements, and les are distributed in dire tories a ording to their subje ts. Thus, di erent areas of mathemati s appear in di erent dire tories and di erent subje ts within one area will
be di erent les in the same dire tory. Of ourse, this requires entral ontrol
over the repository: after an extension, the library has to be re onsidered to put
the de nitions and lemmas in the `right' pla e. This may be ome problemati if
many les are ontributed within a short time.
No part of the library is, stri tly speaking, immutable: new lemmas an be
added at any time to existing les, if they are felt to belong there. In this
way, new lemmas then be ome immediately available to other users. In pra ti e,
though, the lower in the tree stru ture of Figure 1 a le is, the less often it will
be hanged.
Coupled with this method of working, the do umentation system des ribed
above makes looking for a parti ular statement a simpler pro ess than in most
of the systems the authors are a quainted with. But in addition to this, naming
onventions are adopted throughout C-CoRN that allow experien ed users to
nd a spe i lemma even qui ker without needing to onsult the do umentation.
These naming onventions, however, are too spe i to be explainable in a short
amount of spa e. The interested reader an nd them throughout the C-CoRN
do umentation.
Abstra t Approa h

One nds two approa hes to formalizing algebrai operations. On the one hand
one just has on rete types for various number stru tures, like the natural numbers, the integers, the real numbers and the omplex numbers, and for ea h of
those one de nes a separate set of arithmeti al operations. On the other hand {
whi h is the approa h that is followed in C-CoRN, as des ribed in [18℄ { one an
have a hierar hy of the ommonly appearing algebrai stru tures in mathemati s, su h as groups, rings, elds and ordered elds, and then instantiate these to
spe i number stru tures. In this approa h the theory of the real numbers will
not refer to a spe i type of real numbers, but just to a type of `real number
stru ture', whi h later an be instantiated to a on rete model.
This se ond approa h has advantages and disadvantages. An advantage is
that the theory that is developed for a ertain stru ture is maximally reusable.
For example the group properties an be reused for the integers, the rational
numbers, the real numbers, polynomials, ve tors in a ve tor spa e, and so on.
In our abstra t approa h ea h of these stru tures will be just an instan e of
the already existing algebrai type of groups, and the laws that were proved for
it will be immediately available. In the rst approa h the same theory has to
be developed over and over again, every time a new stru ture with the same
algebrai properties is de ned.
Another advantage is that the same notation will be used for the same algebrai operation. This is espe ially useful in a system that has no overloading, like
Coq. For instan e, in the rst approa h one has di erent additions on natural
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numbers, integers, real numbers, while in C-CoRN all of these are simply written
as (x[+℄y).
A third advantage is that the development of the theory will more losely
follow the development of algebra in a mathemati al textbook.
The main disadvantage of the abstra t approa h is that the terms that o ur
in the formalization are usually mu h bigger, be ause they have to refer to the
spe i stru ture used. Also, be ause of the hierar hy of the types of algebrai
stru tures, there will be fun tions needed in the terms to get to the right kind
of algebrai stru ture. However this is not a problem for the user, sin e all these
operations are impli it: the spe i stru ture is generally an impli it argument,
while the fun tions that map algebrai stru tures are oer ions. On the other
hand, internally these terms are still big, so it slows down the pro essing of the
formalization by Coq.
Another slight disadvantage of this approa h is that sometimes proofs an
be less dire t than in the ase that all fun tions are on retely de ned. This
also a e ts program extra tion. For instan e, if one knows that one is dealing
with the rational numbers, a proof might be possible that gives a mu h better
extra ted program. In the ase that one has to give a proof from an abstra t
spe i ation, this optimization might not be available.
Automation

An important part of the C-CoRN library onsists in tools designed to aid in
its own development. Together with de nitions, notations and lemmas, several
automated ta ti s are de ned throughout C-CoRN.
These ta ti s vary in omplexity and in their underlying me hanism. Thus,
there are several ta ti s based on Coq's Auto me hanism, whi h simply performs
Prolog-style depth- rst sear h on a given olle tion of lemmas. Ea h ta ti is designed to work within a spe i subje t, su h as reasoning equationally in di erent algebrai stru tures (Algebra) or proving ontinuity of real-valued fun tions
(Contin).
Other ta ti s base themselves on the prin iple of re e tion to ta kle wider
lasses of problems in a more uniform and more eÆ ient way. We mention
Rational, des ribed in detail in [18℄, whi h provides proofs of equalities in rings
or elds, but an solve a mu h larger lass of goals than Algebra; and Deriv,
des ribed in [13℄, a re e tive ta ti whi h an prove goals of the form f = g
when f and g are real-valued (partial) fun tions. Although ta ti s based on ree tion are usually more powerful than those based on Auto, they are also more
time- onsuming when the goals are simple, and usually annot infer as mu h
information from the ontext as the latter.
Finally, an interfa e for equational reasoning is also provided via the Step
ta ti . This ta ti allows the user to repla e a goal of the form R(a; b), where
R is a relation and a and b have appropriate types, by either R( ; b) or R(a; ),
where is a parameter given by the user. This ta ti looks through a database
of lemmas that state extensionality of (various types of) relations, and hooses
0
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the one whi h applies to R. Then it applies either Algebra or Rational to prove
the equational side ondition generated by the lemma.
Presently the Step ta ti has been generalized to work in a mu h wider
domain than that of C-CoRN, and it is expe ted to be in luded in the standard
distribution of Coq in a near future.
6

Appli ations

Besides the dire t interest of formalizing mathemati s per se, there are some
interesting appli ations that are either being explored at present or are planned
for the near future.
One of the onsequen es of working onstru tively, and therefore without any
axioms, is that, a ording to the Curry-Howard isomorphism, every proof is an
algorithm. In parti ular, any proof term whose type is an existential statement
is also an algorithm whose output satis es the property at hand.
In Coq there is an extra tion me hanism available whi h readily transforms
proof terms into exe utable ML-programs (see [25℄). Marking te hniques are used
to signi antly redu e the size of extra ted programs, as most of the information
in the proofs regards orre tness rather than exe ution of the algorithm and an
thus safely be removed. In [14℄ it is des ribed how this extra tion me hanism
was used to obtain, from the formalized proof of the Fundamental Theorem of
Algebra, an algorithm that omputes roots of non- onstant polynomials. At the
time of writing the extra ted program is too omplex and does not produ e any
output in a reasonable amount of time; but the same method has been used to
produ e a orre t program that an ompute 150 digits of e in little over one
minute.
Of ourse, the performan e of these extra ted programs an in no way ompete with that of any existing omputer algebra system. However, we feel that in
situations where orre tness is more important than speed, program extra tion
may very well be su essfully used.
7

Future Developments

There are presently a number of di erent dire tions in whi h we would like to
see C-CoRN extended in a near future.
One goal is to extend the library by adding new bran hes of mathemati s to
the formalization, or by building upon existing ones. In parti ular, the following
areas are onsidered important:
presently there exist a usable algebrai theory of omplex
numbers and a formalization of one-variable real al ulus. These provide a
basis upon whi h a formalization of omplex analysis an be built;
Basi Topology: there are no general topology results yet available in C-CoRN;
a development of the elementary properties of topologi al spa es would not
Complex Analysis:
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only extend the library, but would probably make it possible to unify different parts of the library where instan es of the same general lemmas are
proved for spe i stru tures;
Metri Spa es: similarly, several of the properties of the absolute value operation on real numbers and its orrespondent on omplex numbers are in
fa t instan es of properties whi h an be proved for any distan e fun tion
on a metri spa e. We hope that the small development urrently existing
in C-CoRN will enable us to prove these and other similar results in a more
uniform manner;
Number Theory: on a di erent line, number theory seems to be a subje t
where an attempt at formalization ould be very su essful, sin e Coq is
a system where it is for example very easy to use indu tion te hniques.
Furthermore, the preexisten e of a library of real analysis would make it
mu h easier to prove results whi h require manipulating spe i integrals;
Group Theory: this is also a subje t that would be interesting to explore
in C-CoRN. Although we have built an algebrai hierar hy whi h in ludes
monoids, groups and Abelian groups among its inhabitants, so far most of the
development has been done only when at least a ring stru ture is available.
Formalizing important results of group theory would be an important test
ground for the usability and power of the algebrai hierar hy.
On a di erent note, we would like to develop appli ations of C-CoRN. There
are urrently plans to do this in two di erent ways:
Program extra tion: the new extra tion me hanism of Coq, des ribed in [25℄,
has made it possible to extra t and exe ute programs from the C-CoRN
library, as has been explained in [15℄. However, the results so far have been
slightly disappointing. Re ent work has shown that mu h improvement may
be obtainable, and we hope to pursue this topi ;
Edu ation: a formalization of basi algebra and analysis should not only be
useful for additional formalizations (by resear hers) but also for students,
who an use it as ourse material. This addresses a di erent audien e, to
whi h the material has to be explained and motivated (using lots of examples). We believe that a formalization an be useful as a starting point for
an intera tive set of ourse notes, be ause it gives the additional (potential)
advantages that all the math is already present in a formal way (with all
the stru ture and semanti s that one would want to have) and that one an
let students a tually work with the proofs (varying upon them, making intera tive proof exer ises). In the IDA proje t (Intera tive ourse notes on
Algebra, see [10℄), a basi ourse in Algebra has been turned into an intera tive ourse, using applets to present algebrai algorithms. Other experien e,
espe ially on the presentation of proofs in intera tive ourse notes, is reported in [6℄. We want to investigate C-CoRN as a basis for su h a set of
ourse notes.
For usability it is very important to have good automation ta ti s and powerful (or at least helpful) user interfa es. Along these lines, we have some on rete
plans:
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the present-day Rational ta ti has as its main drawba k that it only works for elds, and annot use any spe i properties
whi h happen to hold in on rete elds su h as the real numbers. A variant
of Rational whi h works on rings has also been built, but it is not totally
satisfa tory as it is simply a opy of the original ode for Rational with some
bits left out. We would like to generalize this ta ti so that the same program
would work at the di erent levels of the algebrai hierar hy, re ognizing at
every stage whi h properties were available.
Dealing with in equalities: it would also be ni e to have a similar ta ti to
reason about inequalities in ordered stru tures.

Equational reasoning:

8

Related Work

The Coq system is distributed with a basi standard library. There is quite some
dupli ation between what one nds there and what we o er in C-CoRN.
In parti ular the theory of real numbers by Mi aela Mayero [26℄ is part of
the standard library. This dupli ation extends to the ta ti s: what there is alled
the Field ta ti is the Rational ta ti in C-CoRN. However, the two theories of
real numbers are quite di erent. Mayero's reals are lassi al and based on a set
of axioms that onstru tively annot be satis ed, while the C-CoRN reals are
onstru tive and also have various on rete implementations. Another di eren e
is that in the Mayero reals division is a total fun tion whi h is always de ned
(although it is unspe i ed what happens when one divides by 0), whi h is not an
option in a onstru tive setting. In C-CoRN, division an only be written when
one knows that the denominator is apart from 0. This means that it gets three
arguments, of whi h the third is a proof of this apartness. This di eren e also
shows in the ta ti s Field and Rational. The rst generates proof obligations
about denominators, while the se ond does not need to do this, be ause this
information already is available in the terms.
Besides the standard library, all signi ant Coq formalizations are olle ted in
an ar hive of ontributions. From the point of view of the Coq proje t, C-CoRN
is just one of these ontributions, although it is urrently a onsiderable part of
this ar hive. The ontributions of Coq have hardly any relation to ea h other.
There is no e ort to integrate the Coq ontributions into a whole, like we tried
to do with the C-CoRN library. Everyone uses the standard library, but hardly
anyone uses any of the other ontributions.
Apart from Coq [12℄, there are several other systems for formalization of
mathemati s that have a serious library. The most important of these are:
Mizar [27℄, HOL98 [31℄ and HOL Light [23℄, Isabelle/Isar [29℄, NuPRL/MetaPRL [11℄
and PVS [30℄.
The largest library of formalized mathemati s in the world is the library
of the Mizar system, whi h is alled Mizar Mathemati al Library or MML. To
give an idea of the size of this library: the sour e of the C-CoRN repository is
about 2 megabytes, the sour es of the Coq standard library together with the
Coq ontributions are about 25 megabytes, while the sour e of MML is about
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55 megabytes. (Of ourse these sizes are not ompletely meaningful, as a Coq
en oding of a proof probably has a di erent length from a Mizar en oding of the
same proof. Still it is an indi ation of the relative sizes of the libraries of both
systems.)
Some of the theorems that are the highlights of C-CoRN are also proved in
MML, like the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra and the Fundamental Theorem
of Cal ulus.
Unlike the Coq ontributions, the MML is integrated into a whole: all Mizar
arti les use all the other arti les that are available. So our goals with C-CoRN
are similar to that of MML. However, there also are some di eren es. First,
the MML is lassi al, while almost all of C-CoRN urrently is onstru tive.
More importantly, although the MML is revised all the time to make it more
oherent mathemati ally, until re ently theorems were never moved. In C-CoRN
related theorems are in the same le, but in MML a theorem ould potentially be
found anywhere. Re ently the En y lopedia of Mathemati s in Mizar proje t (or
EMM) has been started to improve this situation, but it is still in an early stage.
Another di eren e is that in C-CoRN arithmeti is formalized in an abstra t
style, as dis ussed above. In the MML both the abstra t and on rete styles are
available, but the majority of the formalizations use the latter.
Mizar users are en ouraged to submit their formalizations to the MML. Mizar
is not designed to allow large libraries that are separate from the MML: the
performan e of the system degrades if one tries to do this. When Mizar users
submit their work to MML they sign a form to give up the opyright to their
work, so that it an be revised if ne essary by the Mizar developers. An approa h
on how to integrate work by others into C-CoRN still has to be developed. It
will need to address the issues that (1) we want to dis ourage the development
of libraries on top of C-CoRN that are not integrated into it, and (2) we want
to be free to revise other people's work without getting on i ts over this.
The other systems mentioned above have a library similar to that of Coq.
These libraries also have similarities to the C-CoRN library. For instan e, in the
HOL Light library both the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra and the Fundamental Theorem of Cal ulus are proved. The Isabelle, NuPRL and PVS libraries
also ontain proofs of the Fundamental Theorem of Cal ulus. A omparison between these proofs and the one in C-CoRN an be found in [13℄.
Of ourse the C-CoRN repository is the only serious onstru tive library
available today.
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